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Brands bet huge on influencer marketing, costs
to reach Rs 1,300 crore in 2022
Influencer marketing is growing in appeal in India and is
anticipated to broaden at a quick clip, particularly in sectors such
as airtravel, travel and hospitality, mobile interactions,
innovation, and customer durables.
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One of Netflix’s most popular series, Squid Game, quickly got appeal in India when influencers developed
a entire variety of material around the South Korean survival drama.
Influencers consistingof style blogwriter and material developer Dolly Singh and YouTuber Mythpat came
together to play a variation of Squid Game hosted by Netflix India, recording the creativity of audiences.
Like Netflix, brandnames from lotsof classifications are banking on influencers to reach their target
audiences, broadening the reach of influencer marketing this year.
The influencer marketing market grew 40 percent in 2021; it is approximated to keep up its development
in 2022, increasing income from Rs 900 crore to Rs 1,200-1,300 crore.
A current report by Group M India, a media financialinvestment business, stated digital will emerge as the
biggest medium in 2022 and in that one secret section, influencer marketing will see considerable
development in the coming years. The report anticipates influencer marketing to double by 2025 to Rs
2,200 crore.
Sahil Chopra, CEO of digital marketing firm iCubesWire, stated social media influencers haveactually
grown so much in appeal that lotsof of them are now being thoughtabout for addition by Indian
brandnames in mainstream marketing projects.
“This development is anticipated to continue, particularly in sectors such as airtravel, travel, hospitality,
mobile, innovation, and customer durables,” he included.
Rapid development
Influencer marketing business like OpraahFx, Socio Spy Media, AnyTag and ClanConnect are anticipating
the number of brandnames in their customers to grow substantially this year.
“Number of brandnames for influencer marketing service increased by practically 5X last year versus2020
We crossed the income produced in the entire of 2020 in the veryfirst quarter of2021 This year we are
anticipating a comparable development,” Pranav Panpalia, creator of OpraahFx, informed Moneycontrol.
“With direct-to-consumer (DTC) and crypto brandnames getting released more regularly than ever, the
choice for influencer marketing will just boost. If federalgovernment policies for crypto are structured this
year, the number can even touch 10X,” he stated.
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Panpalia added that in 2021 brandnames were keener on doing long-lasting and repeat offers on a
regularmonthly basis with influencers.
The number of brandnames in Socio Spy Media’s customer list increased from 7-to-8 a month in JuneJuly to 20-to-22 a month in August. The business’s founder and CEO Minesh Santani anticipates brand
interest to continue this year.
Influencer marketing is now one of the most chosen methods of raising brandname awareness and sales,
stated Aayush Tiwari, vice president of skill management and music company at Monk Entertainment.
A study carriedout in February amongst 250 onlinemarketers by iCubesWire said 80 percent of
onlinemarketers discover influencers reliable in dispersing the word about items and services.
Category link
When it comes to classifications, fast-moving customer items (FMCG) was the greatest spender on
influencer marketing costs with a 62% boost last year, according to a report by marketing business Zefmo.
In the FMCG classification, individual care brandnames invested more in influencer marketing-led
projects, stated Sagar Pushp, CEO and co-founder of ClanConnect.
Influencers are set for an boost in their offer sizes as more business, from skin care and health care items
maker Emami to sports shoes and devices merchant Puma, technique them to market their items.
“As brandnames are now choosing long-lasting associations with influencers, the size of brandname
offers will just boost. We are anticipating a expense rise of about 1.5-3X in terms of special long-lasting
offers with category-A developers,” stated Panpalia.
An emerging pattern is that of influencers serving as onlinemarketers in return for equity in brandnames,
Santani stated.
“The likes of BeerBiceps, Prakhar Gupta, have currently began doing angel financialinvestments as
developers. And there’s a substantial wave of these offers coming the developers’ method,” he added.
ClanConnect information reveals that in India, out of 5 million material developers who have more than a
1,000 fans, 0.5 million are valuable influencers with 10,000 to 100,000 followers. More than
10,00,000 influencers start earning cash through sponsored material for the veryfirst time every year.
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